
COMMONS

Speaker (Hon. Gaspard Fauteux)-Con.
Ruling and statements-Con.

Amendment anticipating motion on order
paper, out of order, 2625

Audibility of debate, 1142, 1332, 2130,
2734

Bills
Amendments

Going beyond reference of the sub-
ject matter, out of order, 1765-66

Purporting to make a declaration
which can only be moved as an
amendment to the second reading
of the bill, out of order, 1581

Committee stage
M. of instruction on motion for, out

of order, 2502-03
Resolution stage

Discussion should be on principle of,
1933

Information on should be sought
from the minister in committee,
1457

Members may not speak twice on, 317
Questions on, proper time to ask is

in committee, 473
Second reading

Amendment to the adoption of which
would cause bill to disappear from
order paper, out of order, 1765

Clauses of bill not to be referred to,
2512

M. of instruction on motion for, de-
clared out of order, 2490-91

Type which should not be introduced
by private member, 2801

Decorum, request for preservation of, 1101
Divisions, quiet requested to facilitate

taking of vote, 1323
Duty of the Chair to see to enforcement

of rules, 1209
Expiry of time, 1101-02, 1166
Freedom of speech, request to respect,

1101
Interruptions, 142, 519, 564, 1011-12, 1100-

02, 1580, 2130
Allowance of additional time suggested

for member speaking, because of,
1102, 1145

Freedom of speech and, 1100
Irrelevancy, 1452-53, 1456, 1458-59, 1499-

1500, 1557, 1933-34
Members persisting in may be directed

to discontinue speech, 1458-59, 1500
Language, unparliamentary, withdrawal

of, 792, 2377, 2674-75
Members

Desiring to speak should rise and
address the Chair, 2691-92

Forty-minute rule, should adhere to,
975

Speaker (Hon. Gaspard Fauteux)-Con.
Rulings and statements-Con.

Members-Con.
Interruptions. See also under this title,

Rulings and statements, Interrup-
tions
Member speaking may not be inter-

rupted without his permission, 564
Members must ask consent of mem-

ber speaking, 1011, 1100
Irrelevancy. See under this title, Rul-

ings and statements, Irrelevancy
Language, unparliamentary, See under

this title, Rulings and statements,
Language, unparliamentary

Making remarks against Speaker will
be named, 1101

May not cast reflections on Speaker,
564

May not continue debate with member
who has taken his seat, 750

May not make speech on question of
privilege, 14

May not quote from another debate
during the same session, 735

May not speak on motion as often as
they wish, 720

Modification of statement asked for,
564-65

Must abide by the rules, 1098, 1100
Must not refer to any debate of the

same session on any question not
then under discussion, 2620

Must put question and be brief or must
resume seat, 2739-40

Must resume seats when Speaker rises,
2377

Not to make any reference to any
other hon. member, 520

Requested to co-operate with the
Chair, 520

Requested to keep quiet while divisions
are in progress to facilitate taking of
vote, 1323

Rising on question of privilege
Or point of order, should state ques-

tion of privilege or point of order,
563

Should first state question of privil-
ege, 2374

Should state question of privilege as
briefiy as possible, 2332

Rising to point of order should address
the Speaker, 1580

Should address remarks to the Chair,
520, 2176

Should make correction where wrong
word is attributed to another mem-
ber, 562
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